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Wrapping up the Year
2018 – pooh, what a year. It was exactly 12 months ago that we published our first SCIS
newsletter – now 365 days later, we are looking back to the ups and downs of an exciting
and equally humbling year.
We have learnt that climate change has reached us with wildfires at the Arctic Circle and
permafrost melting. We can now calculate how much hotter our hometowns are,
compared to when we were born (NY Times) (I have to admit it is more impressive if you
are older!). We understand that there is a real need to adapt to climate change as the
urban population grows worldwide and we followed the discussions in Katowice COP 24
with anticipation.
We are all trying to make a difference, implementing retrofitting programmes, changing
our approach to mobility and reducing the amount of waste we produce. SCIS is the
platform that helps all of us stay connected and learn from each other.
Remember as a child when you discovered the art of stone skipping, throwing a flat stone
across water in such a way that it bounces off the surface (preferable many times!) and
created waves? That is our picture of smart cities and the many initiatives we work on.
With that picture in mind, we will leave you and wish you a happy holiday season and a
great 2019. Talk to you in January and keep skipping those stones!
Your SCIS team

New Horizon2020 Lighthouse Projects: +CityXChange
and MAKING-CITY
The European Commission's Horizon2020 LCSC3-SCC-1-2018-2019-2020 call has resulted in
two new Smart City projects that we welcome to
our family of European Lighthouse Projects:
+CityXChange and MAKING-CITY.
We are looking forward to learn about the goals of
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Trondheim, the innovative solutions of Oulu, the
citizen engagement strategies of Groningen and
the implementation strategies of Limerick.
Interested in learning more about these two new
projects?
Click here
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SCIS Policy Paper: Why May Replication (Not) Be
Happening?
Now that you have time to read during the
holidays – how about the SCIS policy paper
on replication barriers and opportunities?
SCIS’ own Han Vandevyvere thought long
and hard about replication. His present
policy analysis investigates the reasons why
replication of smart urban energy, mobility
and ICT solutions for a clean energy future
occurs with difficulty. While evidence from
Smart City projects suggests that the devil is
often in the details, it is at the same time
possible to identify common mechanisms
that appear to hamper replication.
Remember, replication is like skipping
stones – you just need to find the right (flat
stone) and this report will help you!
Click here to read the full publication.
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The First of Many Videos - SCIS Video Competition
Remember when our storyteller
Arthur Lankester from Amsterdam
was travelling Europe for SCIS to
gather stories from all the Smart
City projects? Well – he has
returned to his hometown now for
editing and cutting.
The result is the first of many
videos! It is featuring Sonderborg in Denmark, Lighthouse City of SmartEnCity
project. Watch the video to learn more about why small city's contributions count a
lot and what the ambitious goals of Sonderborg in relation to lowering CO2
emissions are.
The waiting was definitely worth the while: Click here to watch the first video. Enjoy!
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New Guidebook for Covenant Signatories
A new guidebook on "How to develop a Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plan
(SECAP)" has just been released by the European Commission's Joint Research Centre.
Now aligned with the 2030 Covenant of Mayors target, the guidebook has been enriched
with information on climate change adaptation, which is one of the three pillars of the
movement in Europe.
Read more

January Is Webinar-Month!
In January, when you are well relaxed from the holiday season, you will have the chance
to learn a lot of new things from our Smart Cities, such as innovative procurement, citizen
engagement or local energy generation. There will be a series of webinars individually
organized by some of the Horizon2020 SCC1 Lighthouse Projects. Have a look!

Remourban: Innovative Procurement
Monday, 28 January 2019, 15:00 h (UTC+0)
Learn how to fund domestic energy retrofits in a post subsidy climate. Our partners from
Nottingham City Homes, Nottingham City Council and Melius Homes will provide you with
all the relevant information. The webinar will be moderated by Fernando Barrientos from
Steinbeis-Europa-Zentrum.
More information here.

SharingCities: Active Involvement of Citizens for eEnergy Saving
Thursday 17 January 2019, 11:00-12:00 (CET, Brussels time).
The Sharing Cities programme will host a webinar on the Digital Social Market (DSM) in
Lisbon, an online engagement platform. The DSM has been developed on the basis of
research conducted by the Sharing Cities team on how cities can best cooperate with
people to encourage energy saving. The objective of the digital platform is to
simultaneously improve education, the local economy and the environment by rewarding
people for making more sustainable choices and actions.
This webinar will present in more details how the DSM has been set up, the objectives
and advantages of the DSM and will give you the opportunity to ask all questions related
to this digital platform.
More information/registration here

GrowSmarter: Local Energy Generation: Towards Smart Local Energy
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Communities
Wednesday, 30 January from 11:00 – 12:30 CET
The next GrowSmarter webinar will discuss the lessons learned by our Lighthouse Cities
Stockholm, Barcelona and Cologne on local energy generation. Organised by IREC, the
session will discuss the change from traditional energy consumers to suppliers, smart
energy management of solar photovoltaics and battery storage and a virtual Power Plant
in a settlement in Cologne.
More information/registration here

Latest Project News

City-Zen Roadshow Envisions
a Sustainable Future for
Preston

Solar Power in Bus Batteries
Cuts Peaks and Makes the
Power Grid Smarter

The roadshow is coming to town… and
bringing good news for a sustainable
future. What will life be like in your city the
coming decades?

As part of IRIS project, in Riksbyggen's
Housing Association (Brf) Viva in
Gothenburg, a unique system is being
tested, where energy from solar cells on
the rooftops of the buildings is stored in
used electric bus batteries from Line 55.
The energy storage creates flexibility in
energy consumption and the power
peaks of the buildings are cut. The
energy storage also helps to streamline
the surrounding power grid in the city.
The project is a cooperation between
Riksbyggen, Volvo, Göteborg Energi
and Johanneberg Science Park.

After Amsterdam, Belfast, Izmir,
Dubrovnik, Menorca and Roeselare,…
UK Preston citizens were invited in the
week of 12 November in the frame of the
EU funded City-zen project to co-create
on the future of their city. Together with
city inhabitants, local businesses and
council members, the roadshow expert
team envisions a sustainable future for
the city, brilliantly combining technical
decarbonisation solutions with stunning
architectural and urban design proposals
to offer an augmented quality of life.
Read more
Copyright Picture @City-Zen
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Read more
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Many
Events and Presentation of
Annual Results
The Replicate project, coordinated by
Fomento San Sebastian, has participated
in several events during the year and has
celebrated various internal workshops as
well as face to face Executive Board
meetings and the project 3rd General
Assembly. Replicate project has
participated in different joint events
together with other Lighthouse city
projects, SCIS and the EIP-SCC. Among
the different activities, the projects have
joined together the Replication workshop
celebrated in January in Brussels and
oriented to the follower cities and the
different meetings organized by Sharing
Cities project in Lisbon during the
Portugal Smart City Summit, in April. The
project has been also represented in the
Nordic Edge Expo in Stavanger in
September and in the BCN Smart City
Expo in November.
Read more
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REMOURBAN at the Smart
City Expo World Congress
A REMOURBAN team joined other
pioneering projects in Barcelona for this
year's edition of Smart City Expo World
Congress on 13-15 November. It was
certainly not the first time
REMOURBAN has attended this worldlevel event. As smart cities and their
environmental goals are global, then
REMOURBAN needs to be up there
every time, maximising replication
potential and learning about other cities'
solutions, all the more at this "home
run" stage of the project. And with
around 700 cities from 146 countries
converging on Barcelona, that's a lot of
potential. Murat Karabatur from tech
partner Olcsan based in Turkey
participated in a workshop on "Proven
Smart Mobility and Smart Urban Space
Services" where he showed how
electric cars and buses had been
introduced into REMOURBAN's
lighthouse cities along with e-bikes in
Tepebasi.
Read more
Copyright Picture @REMOURBAN

Upcoming Events
JPI Urban Europe Policy Conference: Urban Transitioning - A
Joint Adventure
Date: Tuesday, 12 February 2019 – Wednesday, 13 February 2019
Location: Brussels, Belgium
Welcome to the fourth JPI Urban Europe policy conference with the main aim to launch
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the the updated Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA2.0) and to provide an
arena for discussions and exchange on urban transitions.
Find out more here.

Christmas

Date: (depending on where you live): Monday 24th December or Tuesday 25th
December
Location: Wherever you choose to be!
Spend time with your loved ones (family or not) – take a break – light some candles – eat
(not too much) chocolate – drink a cup of mulled wine and be merry!
We wish you a wonderful holiday season.

Social Media
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SCIS @SmartCitiesSCIS was
represented at this year's
@EUROCITIEStweet annual
conference in Edinburgh. Read more
at https://www.smartcitiesinfosystem.eu/newsroom/news/sciseurocities-annualconference-2018 …
#EUSmartCities #networking
#smartcity
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Judith Borsboom van Beurden from
@NTNU is speaking today at the
@Women4Energy conference,
representing our partner initiative
@EUSmartCities. Main takeaway?
#replication is key so let’s get started for
the #smartcities of tomorrow!
#eusmartcities #h2020 #w4e2018
via Twitter >

via Twitter >

Contact
SCIS Dissemination & Communication
E-mail: news@smartcities-infosystem.eu

Social media activities
SCIS has the ambition to bring everyone together
in the field of smart cities and communities and
energy-efficient buildings. Therfore, SCIS is going
to be acive in Social Media Channels. Follow us on
Faceook, Twitter and YouTube and we will keep
you updated.

The SCIS Newsletter is published once a month, informing about the platform, the project community
and its news. You are welcome to send in any topics you are interested in or have questions about.
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